Level 27, Brookfield Place
10 Carrington Street
Sydney NSW 2000

ASX ANNOUNCEMENT
9 June 2022

MA Financial Group Investor Day Presentation and Operational Update
MA Financial Group Limited (“MA Financial” or “the Group”; ASX:MAF) is today hosting an investor
day meeting in Sydney to provide a strategic business update. Senior management will outline the
Group’s Credit and Lending capabilities and highlight the distribution strength of the Asset
Management business. The presentation is attached.
Within the presentation the Group has provided an operational update which outlines strong
business momentum despite increased market volatility. Over FY22 to date, the Group has:
•

Received net fund inflows of $470 million, driven by strong flows into its credit funds

•

Grown assets under management to $7.2 billion, from $6.9 billion at 31 December 2021
with positive net inflows offsetting negative market impacts on Equities funds

•

Increased its loan portfolio by 56% to over $700 million, driven by strong growth in
principal lending and the accelerated buyout of residential lender MKM

•

Grown Finsure’s managed loan book by 20% to over $80 billion

•

Maintained a strong Corporate Advisory transaction pipeline

•

Agreed a $40 million working capital facility with a major domestic bank to provide
additional flexibility to fund further growth initiatives

Management reiterated its previously stated expectation that FY22 Underlying EPS will increase
between 10% and 20% on FY21. 1
Moving forward, MA Financial will exclude unrealised mark to market valuation movements from its
Underlying EPS calculations. The Group believes this revised approach provides a clearer view of
the core business and is a less volatile, cash-based measure that simplifies the provision of future

1 Underlying earnings guidance is subject to market conditions, timing of Corporate Advisory transaction completions, no material regulatory
change and no further significant COVID-19 business disruptions
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guidance.
This change considers the increased impact of unrealised valuation gains as the business has
grown, highlighted by the material valuation gains in Group’s hospitality assets in FY21 and those
anticipated again in FY22. The Group will continue to report unrealised mark to market movements
separate to Underlying EPS.
Under this new approach it is expected that FY22 Underlying EPS will be up between 30% to 40%
on the FY21 equivalent measure, reflecting a range of 38.5 to 41.5 cents per share.
Joint CEO, Julian Biggins commented “We are very pleased with the strong performance of the
business despite uncertain and volatile markets. This highlights the strength in diversity of our
business platform and its ability to grow as business conditions and client demands change.
During the current year this has been demonstrated by the strong inflows into our credit funds, the
performance of our hospitality assets and the positive momentum of our Lending platform.”

Authorised for release by the Joint CEOs of MA Financial Group Limited
For further information, please contact:
Investors:

Media:

Michael Leonard

Bryce Corbett

+61 466 773 093

+61 410 711 999

michael.leonard@mafinancial.com

bryce@domestiqueconsulting.com.au
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Investor Day 2022

A diverse growth platform
9th June 2022

Agenda

SPEAKER

J ulia n Big g ins – J oint CEO

TOPIC

TIME

Strategic and Operational update

10:30 – 10:55

Vision for Credit and Lending

10:55 – 11:20

Ch ris Wyke – J oint CEO
Fra n k Da nie li – MD, Cre d it & Le n d ing

MORNING TEA BREAK

Ch ris Wyke – J oint CEO

11:20 – 11:30

New Credit and Lending Strategic Initiatives

11:30 – 11:55

Asset Management distribution
Focus on Domestic distribution

11:55 – 12:20

Fra n k Da nie li – MD, Cre d it & Le n d ing
An d re w Ma rtin – He a d o f As s e t Mg t
Le e Ha ye s – MD, Dis trib ution
J ulia n Big g ins

Wrap up & final Q&A

12:20 – 12:25

Strategic and Operational update
Diverse platform well positioned for growth
Julian Biggins

Joint Chief Executive Officer

MA Financial Group at a glance
Thirteen years of progress with a focus on delivering results and investing in growth

1

An Australian headquartered financial services firm with activities in
Asset Management, Lending, Corporate Advisory and Equities

2

Established in 2009 and listed on the ASX in 2017

3

A growth company focused on balancing continued investment
in long-term growth with ongoing attractive shareholder returns

4

Specialised asset management and operating platform with a focus on
Alternative asset classes. Backed by a unique and diversified
distribution capability.

5

Strong alignment with shareholders and investors – Staff and
strategic partner Moelis & Company collectively own approximately
45% of the Company

Notes: 1.
2.
3.
4.

As at 1 June 2022
As at closing share price of $5.78 at 7 June 2022
As at 31 March 2022
Based on growth from IPO prospectus forecast FY17 Underlying EPS of 13.4cps to FY21 Underlying EPS

$7.2b

As s e ts Und e r Mg t 1

21.2%

FY2 1 Re turn
on Eq uity

24.8%

Und e rlying EPS
CAGR (Sinc e IPO) 4

$1.0b

Ma rke t
Ca p ita lis a tion 2

530
Sta ff 3

21%

Annua lis e d TSR2
(s inc e IPO)

4
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Strategic update
Julian Biggins – Joint CEO
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Business well positioned for growth through the cycle
Strategic positioning has seen the business continue its strong performance despite changing
market conditions

01. Strength in diversification

02. Consistent strategy

• Diverse investment strategies

• Grow recurring revenue base

• Unique and diverse distribution capability

• Expand and diversify distribution

• Corporate advisory and capital markets diversity

• Scale existing platform and expertise

• Lending strength in distribution & product

• Grow and retain our talent

03. Operate in deep markets

04. Balance sheet strength

• Highly scalable investment strategies

• Strategic flexibility

• Product and distribution platform in Australia’s
largest credit market – residential lending

• Capital recycling to assist growth

• Distribution capabilities in large markets

• Reinvest in the business and capability

• High cash conversion
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Our growth philosophy
Growth for us is not only about scaling our existing strengths but also about identifying, developing
and scaling new opportunities which align with our investment philosophy

Scale existing
strengths

Medium to
long-term
value creation

Invest in new
opportunities

Our Investment Philosophy

Is the investment
scalable?

1

Do we have the
people, expertise
and capital to be
successful?
(Operating
capability)

2

Can an attractive
return be
delivered in a
reasonable
timeframe?

3

Are the risks
proportional to
the expected
returns?

4
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Focus on deep markets in our distribution channels
Market depth and strong growth thematics in our core distribution channels provide scope for
significant growth
DOMESTIC

FOREIGN HIGH NET WEALTH

INSTITUTIONAL

• Continued growth in superannuation
flows to drive industry growth

• China HNW $17tr total investable assets
(up over 400% since 2010)

• Early in the journey with scope to grow
flows relative to leading industry peers

• Other key HNW markets emerging e.g.
South Africa and Vietnam

• Deep capital pools with a growing
allocation to APAC region and alternative
asset classes

CY21 NET FUND INFLOWS ($AB)
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Notes: 1.
2.
3.
4.

35

12

3

5

2
MAF 1

Leading funds mgt
platform 2

GLOBAL PENSION FUND AUM
($UST)4

18
14

4

0

CHINA HNW TOTAL INVESTABLE
ASSETS ($AT)3

0

2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

0

Australia

APAC

Western North
Europe America

Domestic net inflows for FY21
Retail net inflows for CY21
China Merchants Bank 2021 China Private Wealth Report
Willis Towers Watson “Global Pension Assets Study 2020”, Preqin Pro “Fundraising Globally: Insights for Australian Managers” and Rice Warner Estimates.
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Focus on deep markets in our investment strategies
Provides scope for significant growth in each strategy
CREDIT INVESTING

HOSPITALITY

• Significant upside in credit investing

• Fragmented industry provides
significant scope for consolidation

$250 billion1
Australian
private debt
market
(March 2022)

MA Credit Funds AUM $2.0b
(less than 1% market share)

6,743 pubs,
bars &
nightclubs in
Australia2
(Feb 2022)

MA Hospitality Mgt manages
and operates 41 venues
(less than 1% of total market )

AUSTRALIAN REAL ESTATE FUND
MANAGERS ($AB)
• Top 5 Australian Real Estate Fund Managers all
have well in excess of $30b in Assets under
Management

$307 billion
Australian real
estate AUM3
(2020)

MA Real Estate
AUM $2.5b
(less than 1% market share)

Notes: 1. MA Financial Group analysis of Reserve Bank of Australia, D2 Lending and Credit Aggregates (March 2022)
2. IBIS World Report, February 2022
3. Asian Association for Investors in Non-Listed Real Estate Vehicles , 2020
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Focus on deep markets in our Lending strategy
Accessing Australia’s deepest credit market through both product and distribution

PRODUCT – MKM
• Significant potential to grow MKM loan
portfolio in Australia’s largest credit market
• Previously focused on near-prime and
specialised residential lending
• Close to offering prime residential
mortgage product to take advantage
of greater market depth
• Significant investment in team, operating
model and technology following
acquisition completion in March 22
• Brand and platform relaunch in 2H22

DISTRIBUTION – FINSURE

$2.1 trillion1
Australian residential
mortgage market
(Mar 2022)

• Fixed rate loan roll offs to drive
refinancing volumes in rising interest
rate market
• Strategic initiatives to drive Finsure’s
share of a growing market

Non-bank
lending
$156b
(Mar 22)

MKM mortgage portfolio
$219m at 30 April 2022

Note: 1.

• Continued trend towards intermediated
distribution of residential mortgages

Finsure $80b of
managed loans
(4% total market share)

MA Financial Group analysis of Reserve Bank of Australia, D2 Lending and Credit Aggregates (March 2022). Non-bank lending market size applies overall non-bank financial institution market
share to total mortgage market size.
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Investing in our people for growth
Attracting, developing and retaining a highly motivated and talented team is a key priority

How do we attract the best people?
Growth

Amenity

Demonstrating strong momentum
An exciting and dynamic work environment
Best in class facilities in Sydney, Melbourne
& Hong Kong
Centres for collaboration and connection

Training &
development

MA Academy

Ownership &
Alignment

Entrepreneurial owner founder culture

Opportunity for personal growth and
progression

Staff own ~30% of MA Financial Group

11
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Operational update
Julian Biggins – Joint CEO
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Operational update
Positive first half performance despite increased market volatility

Underlying business
momentum

Ongoing base fee growth, current annualised run rate of $93 million
Continued earnings momentum despite significant investment in long-term growth
Net fund inflows of $470 million over 1H22 to date, driven by strong flows into credit funds

Strong fund inflows

Continued momentum
in Corporate Advisory

Building scalable
Lending platform

Balance sheet
flexibility

Strong domestic flows offset temporary COVID related slowdown in China & Hong Kong SIV
processing
Strong transaction pipeline remains in place
Significant bias towards M&A activity, with limited ECM expected in FY22

Loan portfolio up 56% to $711m due to growth in principal lending & completion of MKM acquisition
Finsure Managed Loan Book up 20% in FY22 to date to $80b - 2,400 brokers on the platform

Agreed $40m unsecured corporate working capital facility with major domestic bank
Provides additional flexibility to fund growth initiatives
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FY22 outlook
Business benefitting from diversity amidst uncertain market conditions

Reiterate guidance initially provided in December 2021:
FY22 Underlying EPS expected to increase between 10% and 20% on FY211
Business benefitting from its diverse platform:
• Strong growth in size of credit funds, with AUM up 24% over YTD to $2 billion
• Hospitality assets trading strongly and positive valuation gains
• Lending platform growth
• Positive M&A volumes offsetting ECM softness

This outlook forecast is subject to:
• Market conditions
• Advisory completion rates and timing
• No material regulatory change
• No further significant COVID-19 related business disruptions
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Underlying earnings methodology change
Removing unrealised mark to market movements (MTM) from underlying earnings

Rationale
Including only realised MTM valuation movements in Underlying earnings reduces volatility, provides a clearer view of underlying
business momentum and aligns more closely with cash earnings

Historical reporting

New reporting

Recognised both unrealised and realised MTM valuation
movements in Underlying revenue

Underlying revenue will only include realised gains or losses on
investments – removes unrealised MTM movements

UNDERLYING MTM REVENUE (A$M)
22.6

24
20
16
12
8
4
0
-4

8.3
3.3
FY18

2.4

5.1
-0.3

FY19

5

2.1

FY20

Historical (including realised & unrealised MTM)

5.3
0.9

FY21

FY22YTD

New (only realised MTM)
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New Underlying EPS measure highlights strong business momentum
Strong business momentum with growing recurring revenue streams

FY22 Underlying EPS, using the new basis, is expected to be up
30% to 40% on FY211

NEW UNDERLYING EPS (A$ CENTS)
50
45

Highlights the strong underlying earnings momentum in the
business, which is being driven by:

40

• Consistently strong flows into Asset Management funds

35

• Growth in recurring revenue streams

30

• Ongoing and diversified contribution from performance and
transactions fees
• The acquisition of Finsure in February 22

Given the strong performance of the Group’s hospitality assets
further positive MTM gains are anticipated in FY22 and will be
reported separately to the new Underlying EPS measure.

FY22 EPS guidance range
(excl. unrealised MTM)
38.5 – 41.5 cps

25

3 0 –4 0 %

23.4

25.3

25%
23.7

20
15
10
5
0

FY18

FY19

FY20
1H

Note: 1.

29.6

FY21

FY22F

2H

This forecast is subject to market conditions, Advisory completion rates and timing, no material regulatory change and no further COVID-19 related business disruptions
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Questions
Julian Biggins – Joint CEO
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Vision for Lending & Credit
Chris Wyke

Joint Chief Executive Officer

Frank Danieli

Managing Director, Credit & Lending
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Vision for Lending & Credit

MA’s Lending & Credit platform
A differentiated Lending & Credit platform that is well positioned for long term, profitable growth
Lending Platforms

Principal Lending

Credit Investing

Operating businesses in lending verticals
where we have a real competitive advantage

Asset-backed financing of loan portfolios
and/or direct lending where MA is a principal

Investing in loans and credit assets
where MA is an asset manager

Net interest margin (‘NIM’)

Asset management fees

Lending Funds

Asset Management Funds

MA co-invests junior capital and
earns excess spread, or NIM

Private credit focused. Strategies span structured
credit, real estate credit, corporate debt &
credit opportunities

Institutional Credit Partnerships

Institutional Mandates or
Co-Investment Arrangements

Facilitated by Asset Management

Asset Management

Net interest margin (‘NIM’)
Platform fees
Distribution

Non-bank
lending
Specialty
finance

Legal Funding
CommissionNow

Lending
technology

Lending
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Why building Lending & Credit was logical for MA
Capitalising on an area where MA has genuine edge & platform advantages, with macro tailwinds

Edge &
expertise

Platform
advantages

Powerful
tailwinds

Strong, multi-disciplinary team

Culture built on creating connections
across groups to drive growth

Large addressable market

Deep commercial expertise combined
with robust quantitative capabilities

Differentiated access to capital

Increasing share to non-banks &
credit funds

Downside protection insights from
leading restructuring franchise

Broad relationships & market insights

Growing broker penetration supports
a more diverse lender universe
21

Powerful tailwinds: A large addressable market
Australia’s credit markets are large & growing, with increasing penetration of non-banks

TOTAL CREDIT MARKET (5 YEAR TREND)

+27%
(4.9% CAGR)

NON-BANK SHARE (5 YEAR TREND)

$250 billion
(7.6% share)

$3.3 trillion
Australian
Credit Market

+2.4% share
(13.1% CAGR)

Lending by
Non-Banks

(Mar 2022)
$135 billion
(5.2% share)

$2.6 trillion
Australian
Credit Market
(Mar 2017)

Source:

(Mar 2022)

For context, ASX domestic
market capitalisation is
currently $2.7 trillion

Lending by
Non-Banks
(Mar 2017)

MA Financial Group analysis of Reserve Bank of Australia, D2 Lending and Credit Aggregates (March 2022). Private Credit Market (as above) refers to ‘Narrow Credit’ (ex securitisations) in
RBA data set. ASX market capitalisation based on ASX Historical Market Statistics (March 2022) as published.
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Powerful tailwinds: Market fragmenting away from major banks
Lenders outside the ‘Big 4’ are winning more share of new volumes

MAJORS’ SHARE OF BROKER VOLUME
74.9%

-24% pts

NON-MAJORS’ SHARE OF BROKER VOLUME
Challengers to the ‘Big 4’
majors – such as smaller
banks, non-banks & fintechs –
continue to capture large
share of new volume

50.8%

49.2%

+24% pts

25.1%

June 2014

Source:

March 2022

June 2014

March 2022

AFG Competition Index.
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Powerful tailwinds: Broker share continues to grow
Broker market share continues to rise as customers seek a wider spectrum of options and a trusted
adviser to assist them through the mortgage process
BROKER MARKET SHARE 1

The Adviser: “What Borrowers Want” Survey (2021)2

1 in 3 proprietary channel borrowers will switch to a mortgage broker the next

69.5%

time they search for a mortgage (indicating further broker channel growth)

66.5%

+19% share
59.4%
56.8%

55.3%

53.6%
50.4%

2014

Source:

51.8%

51.9%

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Mar-22

1. Mortgage & Finance Association of Australia (MFAA), Industry Intelligence Service, quarterly survey of mortgage brokers and aggregators.
2. The Adviser, What Borrowers Want Survey, September 2021.
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‘Then and Now’: Lending Platforms
Operating businesses in lending verticals where we have a real competitive advantage
Last Year’s Investor Day

Did not own distribution
infrastructure

Distribution

47.5% share with deal to acquire
remaining through June 2025

Non-bank
lending

Specialty
finance

Lending
technology

Loan book $148m1

Legal Funding platform only

Legal Funding
Loan book ~$94m1

Had not yet developed
lending technology suite

Lending
Platforms

Today

2,400+ brokers in network

Distribution

Non-bank
lending

Specialty
finance

Lending
technology

Acquired Feb 2022

$80bn+ loans on platform

100% owned, refreshed strategy
Acquired Mar 2022

Loan book $219m (+48%)2
NIM: 1.5%–2.0%

Legal Funding

Loan book $125m (+33%)2
NIM: 5%–6%+

CommissionNow

New vertical launched
(broker commission receivables)

Fintech customer experience
platform for broker market
Credit engine for lenders to
digitise home loan journey

Note: 1. Figures disclosed in 2021 Investor Day materials were based on December 2020 balance date for Lending Platforms.
2. Growth is compared to figures disclosed in 2021 Investor Day materials.
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‘Then and Now’: Principal Lending
Asset-backed financing of loan portfolios and/or direct lending where MA is a principal
Principal
Lending

Last Year’s Investor Day

Today
>$490 million lending portfolio
(+128%)2

$215 million lending portfolio1

25+ channel partner transactions

Lending Funds

13 channel partner transactions

Lending Funds
Strong NIM of 2.60% p.a.3

Domestic only (

Institutional
Credit
Partnerships

Global strategies launched

)

Established a $300m Bank
Credit-Related Partnership
for asset-finance loans
in February 2021

(

Institutional
Credit
Partnerships

)

12-month track record with
Bank Credit-Related Partnership

Notes: 1. Figures disclosed in 2021 Investor Day materials were based on March 2021 balance date for Lending Funds.
2. Growth is compared to figures disclosed in 2021 Investor Day materials.
3. In Australian strategy, US strategy is in ramp up.
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Lending loan portfolio and invested capital
Our Lending loan portfolio has grown to be over $710 million in aggregate

LOAN PORTFOLIO (A$M)
800
700

INVESTED CAPITAL 1 (A$M)
140

Principal Lending - USD
Principal Lending - AUD
MKM

$711m
120

600

Principal Lending - USD
Principal Lending - AUD
MKM

100

500

$455m

$92m

80

$317m
300

Specialty
Finance
platforms

200

-

$112m

FY19

60
40

$39m

$43m

20

$39m
FY18

$76m

$68m

400

100

Lending

FY20

FY21

Current

2

-

Specialty
Finance
platforms

FY18

FY19

FY20

FY21

Current

2

Notes: 1. Invested capital reflects invested balance sheet capital that generates NIM.
2. ‘Current’ refers to latest available figures, which includes June intakes for Principal Lending Funds. MKM loan book is as at end April 2022.
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Credit Investing AUM
Our Credit Investing AUM has grown to almost $2 billion

Asset Management

41% CAGR (FY16 – Current)

$1,989m
108

$1,600m
100

$1,125m
$915m

195

905
690

125

320

250

$350m

122

310

330

383

380

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

$310m

330

90

110

$580m

494

520

480

482

FY20

FY21

Current

1

Core Funds
Bonds & Cash

Note: 1.

Real Estate Credit

Institutional Partnership

Priority Income Funds

Private Credit Strategies

As at 1 June 2022.
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Principal Lending update

Strong growth trajectory in Principal Lending funds
Our Principal Lending strategies continue to deliver strong growth

PRINCIPAL LENDING FUNDS – TOTAL PORTFOLIO SIZE (A$M)
$492m
38

+128%

Private credit continues to
resonate with investors

Diversified & heavily assetbacked portfolio

$215m

454

Unbroken track record of
delivering fund target returns
MA co-invests (10% AUS, 5–
10% US) a junior capital buffer.
In return, MA earns NIM1

Investor Day 2021
(March 2021 position)

Current
(June 2022 intake)
AUS Portfolio

US Portfolio

2

USD offering now launched
to complement AUD strategy

Notes: 1.

While funding structures vary, MA invests 10% junior capital in its main AUD principal lending credit trust, 5 – 10% (subject to portfolio size) in its US structure and 3.25% – 10% (subject to
portfolio size) in a new AUD structure recently launched.
2. US$27m converted to AUD at an exchange rate of 0.72.
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High quality loan portfolios
Our investment strategy is oriented towards loan portfolios which are diversified, asset-backed and
have defensive characteristics to support resilient performance through cycles
AUSTRALIAN PORTFOLIO (A$M)

US PORTFOLIO (US$M)
Launched in
January 2019

Recently launched

14%
30%

31%

$454m
portfolio
31%

NIM 2.60%

20%

5%

Consumer (Secured)

48%

NIM 2.10%
20%

Commercial

US$27m
portfolio

Consumer (Unsecured)

Real Estate

Cash

Commercial

Consumer

Cash

Channel Partner Investments
23

Channel Partner Investments
3

Underlying Loans & Receivables
>63,000

Underlying Loans & Receivables
>13,000

Note: Allocations as at 1 June 2022, including cash received on 1 June for new fund subscriptions. Material portion of cash in both portfolios earmarked for near-term pipeline opportunities.
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Disciplined approach to lending
A disciplined approach to risk management is embedded in our lending frameworks, decision making
& culture

Disciplined Portfolio
Management

Rigorous Investment
Evaluation

•

Commercial assessment

•

Unbiased quantitative analytics

•

Risk mitigation strategies

•

Capital protection pathways

•

Structural & legal feature evaluation

Robust & Empowered
Risk Management

•

Powerful portfolio monitoring tools

•

Hypothesis testing & re-testing

•

Extensive & relevant stress testing

•

Capital preservation strategies

•

Risk mitigation ethos in firm culture

•

Alignment of interests as a core
philosophy (’capital buffer’ concept)

•

Strategy & game theory of a workout
(MA proprietary capabilities)

32
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Finsure opportunity

Strategically valuable infrastructure
A platform connecting a panel of lenders to a network of brokers who help customers secure loans

$34bn p.a.
settlements
run rate

Aggregation
Platform

Platform
Services

Proprietary
Technology

National
network
of 2,400+
brokers

4,800+ loan products on panel

75+
integrated
lender
partners

Residential Mortgages,
Commercial Mortgages & Asset Finance

•

Top 4 mortgage broking aggregator

•

Platform providing mortgage value chain services

•

National distribution footprint

•

Market leading technology suite

Awarded Best Mortgage
Aggregator at the 2021
Australian Lending Awards

>$80bn
managed
loan book

Gaining share through
service innovation
& powerful technology

Loan Origination

Broker Services

Marketing

Ancillary Services

CRM
Lead generation
SEO, SEM & Comparison
Loan processing

Software
Compliance & training
Sales support
Commissions management

Website & collateral design
PR services
Social media

App store & 3rd party APIs
Technology partners
Insurance & utility partners
Broker academy program

Serviceability Calculators

Compliance

Analytics

Reporting

Data Repository
34

Strong market position
Finsure continues to grow its market position with a differentiated proposition for brokers focused on
value-add service innovation & technology
Brokers on Platform
5 year growth1

Current
+13%

Finsure’s Broker Market Share2
5 year growth1

>2,400

Current

5 year growth1

13.1%

2,127

•

11.6%

Current

+20%

•
•
•
•

Further Growth Levers
Broker recruitment &
retention
Technology & service
innovation
Platform capability
development
Product & segment
evolution
Selective acquisitions

>$80bn

$67bn

7.0%

1,088

$23bn

14%
CAGR

Dec 2016

Managed Loan Book

Dec 2021

Current

Dec 2016

Dec 2021

Current

Dec 2016

24%
CAGR

Dec 2021

Current

Notes: 1. MA Financial Group agreed to acquire Finsure in December 2021. Acquisition completed on 7 February 2022.
2. Finsure share of broker market based on dividing Finsure brokers on platform at December year ends by total Australian broker numbers, per MFAA Industry Intelligence Service 13th edition
report (MFAA report uses September period ends).
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Lending ecosystem opportunities
Finsure comprises powerful distribution infrastructure for loan products at scale. It completes MA’s
lending ecosystem, complementing our proprietary capabilities in financing, credit & technology

Broker Distribution Model

Future
Platform or
Fund
Optionality

Commercial
White Label

Asset
Finance
White Label

(Finsure + other major aggregators)

Residential
White Label
(existing + expansion potential,
including NIM sharing white-label opportunities)

Residential
Mortgages

(emerging)

Commercial
Mortgages

(emerging)

Asset
Finance

Expand?

(Prime products on roadmap)

Lending &
Credit Fund
Opportunities

Expand?

NIM Generation
Distribution

Lending
& Credit

Near Prime & Specialist Home Loans

Aggregation

Revenue Opportunities

Strategic
Opportunities

Strategic
Opportunities
Lending
& Credit
Data insights &
feedback loops

Insurance
& Utilities
(new)

Software
& Data
Analytics

Lender
relationships
Principal Lending
provision of
funding
Technology
collaboration

Tech add-on
feature revenue
(e.g. SureScore)

Product Diversity
36
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Select strategic initiatives

Select strategic initiatives
Today we will discuss four strategic initiatives that we are pursuing across Lending

Non-Bank Lending
Platform

Machine-Learning
Data Model

Digital Lending
Technology

New Receivable
Funding Product

Residential mortgage lender

Predictive analytics for
loan applications

Open-banking enabled lending
technology that can work
harmoniously in broker channel

New funding product
developed in MA’s lending
ecosystem (enabled by Finsure
& MA Specialty Finance)

Evolution coming in H2
under MA ownership

Self-learning capabilities
for continual improvement
Example of ancillary revenue
opportunity for Finsure

SureScore
by

Digitally enables the broker–
customer experience
Lender credit engine to
facilitate digital home loans
(including MA’s own channel)

Attractive risk-adjusted returns
in funding upfront broker
commission receivables

CommissionNow
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MKM accelerated acquisition
Acquired all remaining interests in March 2022. The platform is a launching pad into non-bank lending

Accelerated acquisition to 100% in March 2022
(previously staggered through to June 2025)

Business under new stewardship

$219 million

515

loan book1

loans

61%

weighted avg
LVR

Investor Day 2021
$148 million
(March 2021)

Significant investment in team & people

57%

owner occupied

43%

Operational platform recalibrated for scalability

investor &
other2

52%

85%

full doc

Max LVR
in portfolio

48%

99%

loans
<80% LVR

Note: 1.

85%

principal &
interest

66%

Implementing ‘best in class’ front end & back end
technology layers

flexi doc

near prime

34%

Refreshed product suite & new brand launching H2

specialist

As at 30 April 2022. 2. Investor is 29%, while Vacant Land & Other is 14%.
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The future of residential lending at MA
Focused on building a competitive, scalable lender to capitalise on positive non-bank lending tailwinds
Old Positioning of MKM
Product

New Positioning under MA

Niche product offering

Product redesigned to resonate in broker channel

Expensive vs. peers

Competitive pricing for customers

Distribution

Limited strategic direction around distribution

Operations

Largely manual operations

Technology

Underinvested in technology

Branding

Market perception as a niche lender

Funding

Warehouse funding
(multiple facilities)

Revamped & high quality sales team
Investment in marketing & PR
Refined operating model, function based teams
Streamlined, efficient operational processes
Significant investment in best-in-class tech
Proprietary data analytics
Rebrand underway to create full spectrum
non-bank lender, transitioning mainstream
Diversified warehouse funding (multiple facilities)
Development of term market programme

Launching refreshed products & brand, supported by uplifted operational platform, in second half 2022
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SureScore
A data & machine learning powered model which provides an indication – a SureScore – about how
likely a loan application is to be approved by a lender, prior to brokers submitting that application
Machine Learning
& AI Model

Continuous
Learning

SureScore

Validated & Tested

Recommendation
Engine

Revenue Model
Incremental fee per
broker per month

Application Quality

•

Analyses prior 90 day period of mortgage submissions (~$20bn)

•

Triangulates 80 data points related to historical applications

•

Estimates likelihood of future application approvals: a SureScore

•

Model learns continuously as it assess new submission data

•

Historical database of >300k loan applications

•

Tested on Finsure lodgement data over December 2021 quarter

•

86% observed accuracy of predicting conditional approvals (continuously
enhancing)

•

SureScore presents data recommendations prior to submission

•

Enables broker to review or amend (e.g. fix missing) application input data

•

Enhances customer outcomes by improving application quality & prospects

•

SureScore increases broker submission accuracy and efficiency for lenders

•

Increases broker conduct quality within the Finsure network, further positioning
Finsure as a leader in this space
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SureScore (continued)
Increases broker submission accuracy and supports application review efficiency for lenders (saving
time & cost). SureScore strengthens Finsure’s position as a market leader in aggregation technology
Built within Infynity, identifying application prospects…
Illustrative example only

… and issues, prior to submission

Illustrative example only
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Lending technology
MA will be launching new lending technology in the second half of 2022
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Digital borrower experience
Middle is an open-banking enabled, digital customer experience. It can be used by brokers to
seamlessly collect accurate & verified client information and speed up the loan application process
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Digital borrower experience (continued)
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Credit engine
Lenders can use Middle’s front end experience for their own channels and use Middle’s credit engine
“Method” to power digital home loans

Can also be used to
power a MA digital
home loan in the relaunched MKM platform
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Middle and Method in the broker channel
Middle works within the broker channel, which represents 70% of home loan volume today. Our credit
engine can also be deployed in this channel, working in harmony with existing broker technology &
industry systems, to facilitate faster loan feedback and improved times to approval
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CommissionNow
Within our lending ecosystem, we identified an opportunity to develop a new specialty loan product

Working capital problem for brokers
•

Upfront commissions are earnt once a loan is unconditionally
approved

•

Time frame to payment can often be up to 90 – 120 days, driven by

CommissionNow product
Simple
Solution

• Eligible commissions paid within 48 hours
• Simple rate model of 1.5% per month

− Loan settlement schedules
• Tech driven lending framework

− Lender payment cycles
•

Creates working capital challenge for brokers

•

Rare for loans to fail between unconditional approval and settlement

Infynity
Integration

− Only ~2% cases in Finsure historical data set
− Counterparties are high quality financial institutions (banks,
lenders)
•

Finsure manages commission payments to brokers from lenders

Data Driven
Underwrite

Solution
•

Seamless solution to fund upfront commission receivables

•

Developed via collaboration between different parts of the MA
lending ecosystem, leveraging Finsure’s insights & our funding
capabilities

• Broker experience integrated into Infynity
• Lender side uses MA Specialty Finance’s
existing loan management infrastructure

• Broker eligibility based on tenure, historical
performance, risk ratings, documentation
status & trail book size
• Finsure manages commission payments to
brokers already

Payment
Simplicity

• Principal & interest deducted via Infynity
commissions on receipt, automatically
• Trail book provides extra repayment
protection in rare case upfront not received
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CommissionNow

(continued)

A simple funding product which is made possible through Finsure’s commission payment management
infrastructure and the funding capabilities within MA’s Lending & Credit ecosystem
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF HOW COMMISSION NOW WORKS

Loan Originated
•

$500,000 loan

•

$3,000 upfront
broker commission
(example)

Broker Decision
•

Broker signs-up to
CommissionNow
− Interface through
Finsure’s Infynity
system

− Settlement due
in 90 days
− Payment of
commission
month after
settlement
− Total horizon of
4 months to
payment

•

Broker offered to
receive upfront
immediately or wait
up to 4 months for
traditional settlement

•

Broker elects to
receive Commission

Payment
•

MA Specialty
Finance pays broker
$3,000

Wait to Settle
•

$45 per month cost

•

•

$180 total over 4
months

$3,000 received
from lender

•

•

Deducted from trail
commission
payments by Finsure
systems and paid to
MA Specialty finance

Principal repaid to
MA Specialty
Finance
− Finsure systems
manage flow of
funds
seamlessly
− Not reliant on
broker
independently
to pay MA

Now
Day 0

Loan Settled

24–48
hours

Up to day
120

Day
120
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05

Reflections

Ecosystem for growth
We have been developing, through organic initiatives and strategic ‘buy & build’ opportunities, the
components of a Lending & Credit ecosystem capable of generating material growth into a large
market with positive tailwinds

Asset Management

Lending
Lending
& Credit

Lending
Facilitated by Asset Management
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Questions
Chris Wyke – Joint CEO
Frank Danieli – Managing Director, Lending & Credit
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Asset Management
Distribution platform
Andrew Martin

Head of Asset Management

Lee Hayes

Managing Director, Distribution

01

Introduction
Increasingly diversified distribution
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Asset Management growth strategy
Deliver sustainable, long term and profitable AUM by building a diversified & scalable Asset
Management platform

DISTRIBUTION

PRODUCT

CAPABILITY

STRATEGY FOCUS
1. Diverse investment
capabilities across
multiple asset classes

EXECUTION

OUTCOME

• Investment in talent

• Investment performance across cycles

• Operational capabilities

• Scalable business and improved
efficiencies

– MA Hotel Management
– RetPro
– Proprietary Credit

• Leading client experience

• Investment in operational platform
& technology
2. Diverse investment
offerings

3. Diverse investor base

• Different return / risk profiles
• Different investment horizons and
product tenures

• Meet requirements of different investor
channels (wholesale, retail and
institutional)

• Diverse fee mix

• Further focus on open-ended funds

• Dedicated distribution teams

• Resources in:

• Wide geographical coverage
• Multiple language and cultural
capabilities
• Bespoke marketing for different
channels

– Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane,
– Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong,
Guangzhou and Shenzhen
• Meet requirements of distribution
partners (financial advisers, platforms,
research and asset consultants)
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Executing on strategy – Strong AUM growth and diversified distribution
Foundations are in place to yield sustainable growth
STRONG GROWTH IN AUM (A$B)

DIVERSIFIED AUM BY CHANNEL (A$B)

8
6.9

7
6

1.2

5.4
4.9

5
3.7

4
3

7.2

3.6

2.9

2

2.4

1
0

FY17

FY18

Real Estate

FY19

FY20

Hospitality

Credit

FY21
Equities

Current
PE/VC

Foreign HNW

Domestic HNW & Retail

Institutional

Note: 1. SIV and International investors in Redcape Hotel Group classified as Foreign HNW. Remainder of RDC classified as Domestic HNW and retail.
2. Current AUM is as at 1 June 2022
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Increasing diversification of Foreign High Net Wealth (HNW) flows
Foreign HNW flows increasingly diversified by geography and type

Ongoing diversification of Foreign HNW flows
• Foreign HNW flows are now sourced from 28
regions globally, up from 18 regions a year ago
• Growth markets in South Africa & Vietnam
• China & Hong Kong pipeline remains strong
Increasing non-SIV Foreign HNW flows
• Net inflows from non-SIV Foreign clients are up over 50%
in FY22 to date versus pcp.
• Leveraging Foreign HNW distribution network and
relationships
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02

Domestic Distribution
Continuing to grow our platform and presence
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Investment Platform
A growing, diversified and scalable investment platform

Diversified offering

Channel Diversification

Investment Performance –
12 months to 31 Mar 2022

• 8 open-end funds across;

• Solutions available to wholesale
and retail investors

• At or above target return across
all open-ended credit strategies

– Credit
– Real Estate
– Hospitality
– Australian and International
equities
• Range of return/risk profiles
• Opportunistic closed-end
strategies
– Hospitality
– Retail shopping centres

– Financial advisers and brokers
– Private Banks & Wealth
Intermediaries
– Family Offices
– Direct investors

– A range of target fund
returns of ~4% to 9% pa
• MA Prime Logistics Fund 19.8%
• Redcape Hotel Group 30.3%

• Investment accessibility
– Direct online
– Platform
– Managed Accounts

– Tourism accommodation
– Community living
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Capitalising on current and structural advice trends
Product offering and accessibility meeting industry trends and demand
ADVISER NUMBERS 1

INDUSTRY 1-YEAR ORGANIC GROWTH RATES 1
25%

30000
25000

14.1%

15%

20000

10%

15000

5%

5.9%

14.9%

7.0%

0%

10000

-5%
-6.1%

2022
(proj.)
Privately owned

2025
(proj.)

Alternatives

2021

Fixed Interest and Credit

Advisers

2020

Property and
Infrastructure

2019

Global Equities

2018

Australian Equities

-10%

Cash

5000
0

18.9%

20%

•

Increasing proportion of advisers focussed on a differentiated
client offering

•

The advised addressable market in 2021 increased by 24%
to $909bn1

•

Flexible and efficient evaluation of investment options

•

Adviser focus on yield and low-correlation investments

•

Meaningful growth in credit investing

Source:

1. Adviser Ratings, 2022 Australian Financial Advice Landscape
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Capitalising on current and structural advice trends
Product offering and accessibility meeting industry trends and demand

• Continued growth in “non-aligned” platform usage by advisers1
• MA Financial funds now broadly represented on the top 5
platforms by 2021 net inflows – and which represent ~45% of
total platform AUM1

PLATFORM GROWTH 2

MA Financial - Advised inflows via
platform (%)

67%

47%

Platform accessibility
• Wholesale strategies accessible via major IFA-supported
platforms
• Recent demand-led approvals for retail funds;
− MA Priority Income Fund
• Macquarie

(Dec 21)

• BT Panorama

(June 22)

− MA Secured Real Estate Income Fund
• Macquarie

(Mar 22)

− Redcape Hotel Group
• Mason Stevens

(May 22)

• Praemium

(May 22)

• Macquarie

(Jun 22)

10%
1%
2019

2020

2021

2022 YTD

Considerable further opportunity
Capitalise
on recent
approvals
and demand

Retail
advice
market
penetration

Managed
Accounts

Notes: 1. Adviser Ratings, 2022 Australian Financial Advice Landscape
2. MA Financial Group
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Domestic distribution – Update
Investment in distribution platform delivering strong growth
DOMESTIC GROSS INFLOWS ($M)

JANUARY – JUNE ($M)

261

481
+62%

162

124

2020

2021

2021

2022

Momentum across multiple channels and sources1
Intermediaries

+90%2

Source:

Family Offices

+440%2

42%

of inflows into
retail funds

63%

of inflows from
new relationships

MA Financial Group
1. 1 January – 1 June 2022
2. Compared to PCP
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Distribution resourcing
Significant investment in our team
• Significant investment in building a leading
distribution team of 10 executives

• Emphasis on growing Ex-NSW and
national franchise

− Median experience 8 years in adviser/investor
facing roles
− Experience across a range of asset class and
solutions including Real Estate, Equities, Fixed
Interest and Credit, Alternatives, Platforms

INFLOWS – CY2021 1
Ex-NSW
18%

• Recent additions in Victoria and NSW to focus on
retail funds distribution
• Dedicated roles yielding results:
− Family Office
• +440% on PCP2
− Platform and Research
• Platform flows up considerably
• Inaugural Lonsec rating

INFLOWS – 2022 YTD 1
Ex-NSW
33%

Notes: MA Financial Group
1. Based on estimated attribution of adviser inflows
2. January – May 2022
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Client engagement
Content, awareness and enhanced engagement

• Multi-channel content delivery
− “Perspectives” e-newsletter to CRM
− Educational webinars with recognised industry experts
− Sponsorship and events
− Digital media interviews
• ~8,100 LinkedIn followers – up 155% since June ‘201
• Recent investment in adviser data to assist with targeted
engagement and analytics

Source:

1. LinkedIn
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Upside and focus
Significant growth opportunity across multiple channels

Research and
Consultants

Retail advice /
Dealer Groups

Retail fund
growth

Platform and
Managed
Accounts

Family Office
and UNHW
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Questions
Andrew Martin – Head of Asset Management
Lee Hayes – Managing Director, Distribution
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Investor Day 2022

Julian Biggins

A diverse growth platform

Joint CEO

Disclaimer

The material in this presentation has been prepared by MA Financial Group Limited ACN 68 142 008 428 (MA Financial) and is general background information
about MA Financial Group activities current as at the date of this presentation. This information is given in summary form and does not purport to be complete
Information in this presentation, including forecast financial information, should not be considered as advice or a recommendation to investors or potential
investors in relation to holding, purchasing or selling securities or other financial products or instruments and does not take into account your particular
investment objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on any information you should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard
to these matters, any relevant offer document and in particular, you should seek independent financial advice. All securities and financial product or instrument
transactions involve risks, which include (among others) the risk of adverse or unanticipated market, financial or political developments and, in international
transactions, currency risk.
This presentation may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding our intent, belief or current expectations with respect to MA Financial
Group businesses and operations, market conditions, results of operation and financial condition, capital adequacy, specific provisions and risk management
practices Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward looking statements. MA Financial Group does not undertake any obligation to
publicly release the result of any revisions to these forward looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date hereof to reflect the
occurrence of unanticipated events. While due care has been used in the preparation of forecast information, actual results may vary in a materially positive or
negative manner.
Forecasts and hypothetical examples are subject to uncertainty and contingencies outside MA Financial Group’s control. Past performance is not a reliable
indication of future performance. This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities in the United States
Any such securities have not been, and will not be, registered under the U S Securities Act of 1933 (Securities Act), or the securities laws of any state or other
jurisdiction of the United States and may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, in the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, persons in the
United States, unless they have been registered under the Securities Act (which MA Financial Group has no obligation to do or to procure) or are offered and
sold in a transaction exempt from, or not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act.
Unless otherwise specified all information in this presentation is in Australian Dollars.
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